
 

 

 
Leviton NSI Division Introduces  

“Leviton Axis Lighting Controller”TM  
a PC, softare based Lighting Controller 

 
Little Neck, NY, January 28, 2004 – The 

“Leviton Axis Lighting Controller”TM from 

Leviton’s NSI Division allows you to take 

control of your lighting through easy-to-use 

PC-based software. Featuring point-and–click 

programming of automated devices and rapid 

shape-based effects generation, Axis makes 

show production faster and easier than ever 

before.  Axis is idealy suited for the the club environment yet also applicable to any 

venue where control of moving lights and other automated equipment is desired. The 

software is available in two versions. Basic and Pro offering identical features but fewer 

channels in the Basic version.  The “AxisPoint” Expansion hardware when used with the 

Pro version allows a virtually unlimited number of devices to be controlled.  

A key feature of the Axis software is its dynamic Shape Generator with advanced 

ShapeShift technology that allows the creation of complex light show patterns and shapes 

with point-and–click ease. The Axis 3D Visualizer provides a virtual viewing of shows as 

they are programmed and run with or without the actual fixtures being connected. For 

added flexibility, the Area Limits feature automatically adapts a programmed show to 

any size venue.  The software also allows for full synchronization and playback of 

lighting show with audio & video files, MIDI shows, and other scheduled & sequenced 

events. 

Axis permits real-time control of show lighting directly from a PC, affording a 

variety of options for creating advanced dynamic effects with the click of a single button. 

Convenient one-touch synchronization or inverse of all similar fixtures, control of fog 



machines, strobes and other effects can be achieved with the simple click of the mouse.  

A unique feature, “DMX Pilot”  allows organized random playback of device attributes.  

Requiring only a few minutes of setup time, Axis provides everyone from novices 

to seasoned professionals with a range of capabilities that until now are unprecedented in 

PC-based software. For more information, contact Leviton Manufacturing Co., Inc., 

20497 SW Teton Avenue, Tualatin, Oregon 97062. Phone: 503-404-5500; Tech Line:  

1-800-959-6004; FAX: 503-404-5594. Visit our website at www.nsicorp.com. 
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